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The representation of mental illness is part of many video games; however, it is

often accompanied by stigmatization of and discrimination against those who

are a�ected. Recently, a more positive approach has been found, including a

dimensional representation of mental disorders such as depression or anxiety,

especially in games developed by independent developers. The study examined

the most popular video games of 2018 and 2019 based on their representation

of mental illness in a mixed-methods approach. A quantitative coding process

examining general aspects of the games, the characters a�ected, and the illness

representation is followed by a qualitative video game analysis of the games in

the sample with a dimensional representation of mental illness. It was found

that 16 of the 74 games examined included characters who were a�ected by

mental illnesses. For the most part, mental illness is an essential aspect of the

games analyzed in the sample represented by the main characters. However, the

depiction of mental illness often lacks depth and dimensionality. Two examples

in the study o�er a dimensional representation that includes mental illness as

characters, as part of the environment and atmosphere, and provides illness-

related advice as part of the gameplay. These findings can be helpful for developing

games with the potential to reduce discrimination and stigmatization of mental

illness and those a�ected in the future by pointing out aspects leading to a

more dimensional and empathetic portrayal of mental illness in existing games.

Additionally, the category system used in this study is adaptable to future

qualitative research on mental illness representation in video games.

KEYWORDS

video games, mental illness, representation, stigmatization, independent developers,

depression, anxiety, dimensional representation

1. Introduction

Mental illness (MI) affects approximately every eighth person worldwide (World Health

Organization, 2022). What distinguishes it from most physical disorders is that it is, in

many cases, invisible. For instance, depression or anxiety are hardly recognizable based on

a person’s outward appearance (Lindsey, 2014). Therefore, those affected often experience

a paucity of empathy, acceptance, or even discrimination from members of society.

Comprehensive knowledge of MI is essential for identifying certain disorders, preventing

risk factors and causes, and being informed about the available sources for professional

help and mental health information (Jorm, 2000). The media is a highly significant source

of illness-related knowledge. However, representations of MI and those affected are often

negative and incorrect, which negatively affects the attitudes and beliefs of the general

public (Edney, 2004). Negative depictions might cause prejudices against people who are
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affected, resulting in social isolation and disadvantages within the

job field or social life and negatively influencing the willingness for

early detection and treatment regarding mental health problems

(Scherr, 2019). With ∼3.2 billion people worldwide using video

games (Newzoo, 2022), they belong to the most impactful types

of digital media. The aspect of interactivity that allows players to

actively participate and affect the content and the dynamic of its

unfolding (Ryan, 2001; Neitzel, 2012) distinguishes video games

from most other audiovisual media. Therefore, players are not

merely passive spectators of what is happening to the characters

in the game but instead take on their roles, interact with them,

or even impact their fate. However, video games are not free

from negative portrayals that misrepresent reality and contribute to

the stereotypization, stigmatization, and discrimination of MI and

those affected.

2. Current research

In plenty of games, characters affected by MI are depicted as

violent, dangerous, and aggressive. Often, they are antagonists or

side characters who harm protagonists (Morris and Forrest, 2013;

Shapiro and Rotter, 2016; Ferrari et al., 2019). Many games do not

depict them as individual human beings but as representatives of

the illness within the game, considering them untrustworthy and

their illness-related experience irrelevant (Lindsey, 2014). Another

preconception often reproduced within games is the assumption

that those affected are lonely and helpless, with little to no hope

for recovery (Ferrari et al., 2019). Mental health institutions are

frequently used as settings in horror games, evoking a dark,

horrifying, and discomforting atmosphere. An abandoned asylum

as the game environment is usually an indicator for players to be

on guard. Psychiatric interventions, in general, are hardly ever part

of games. The few exceptions, including medical treatment, portray

them as expensive and ineffective (Morris and Forrest, 2013; Ferrari

et al., 2019; Dunlap and Kowert, 2021b; Buday et al., 2022).

However, not all games dealing with MI reproduce stereotypes

and stigmatization. Especially in recent years, an increasing number

of games representing MI have taken a much more positive

approach. One example is Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice (2017), an

action-adventure published in 2017. The game centers around a

young woman in the eighth century suffering from psychosis.

Aside from the negative and disturbing aspects of the illness,

there is also a more positive perspective. Several times throughout

the game, Senua’s hallucinations are a gift, aiding the players in

solving puzzles and making progress. Furthermore, at the very

beginning of the game and on the website of the development

studio, content warnings, as well as references to sources of illness-

related information and aid organizations, can be found. In the

development process of the game, people affected by psychosis and

medical professionals were consulted (Fordham and Ball, 2019;

Anderson, 2020).

Working with experts on mental health, such as medical

professionals, scholars, and people affected, can be a valuable

source for portraying MI in a realistic and empathetic way.

Game designers might also use their own experience of suffering

from mental disorders. Such expertise can provide accurate

illness-related information, legitimize those portrayals, and initiate

innovative games by cooperating with different fields (game

industry, medicine, and academia) based on mutual interests

(Schlote and Major, 2021). Games developed by independent

studios often include progressive andmore positive representations

of MI. On the one hand, they are not affected by the pressure to

design games for the mainstream market, leading to more creative

freedom. Therefore, they are free to tackle serious and sensitive

topics. On the other hand, they have considerably lower budgets

than big studios and do not reach a broader audience in most

cases. Hence, more elaborate productions are hardly possible, or

they heavily rely on funding (Fordham and Ball, 2019; Runzheimer,

2020).

3. Dimensional model for MI
representation in video games

Dunlap and Kowert developed a category system for

representing mental illness in digital games. They identified three

dimensions: First, the decorative representation, where MI is not

essential to the characters, the story, or the game’s environment.

There are general references to the illness as havingmere decorative

aspects carrying little to no significance. In those cases, references

to the illness do not contribute to the development of the story

or the characters. Removing those references would not alter the

overall story. For example, the name of a character indicates that

they are “crazy ”or “ill.” The defining representation treats MI as

essential to the game without exploring it beyond the surface. A

psychiatric hospital becoming a horror game setting to create an

unsettling atmosphere or an illness as the primary explanation of

a character’s backstory or motivations are examples of this lack

of dimensionality. Lastly, the dimensional representation includes

depth and dimensionality, examiningMI from several perspectives.

The experience of being affected by MI is recreated authentically,

for example, using sound, visual effects, and game mechanics

to simulate symptoms and create an empathetic link between

the player and the character affected (Dunlap, 2018; Dunlap and

Kowert, 2021a,b).

The current study evaluates the most popular video games

of 2018 and 2019 according to the Internet Movie Database

(IMDb) regarding the portrayal of MI. It discusses how MI can

be represented not only through the characters affected but also

as a part of the game environment, atmosphere, and gameplay,

without any stigmatization. The questions focused on in this study

are as follows:

Q1: How is MI represented in video games?

Q2: How is MI implemented in different elements of the game

(character, environment, and gameplay)?

Q3: How might players benefit from the representation of MI

in video games?

4. Method and sample

The sample consists of the most popular video games published

in 2018 and 2019, according to the Internet Movie Database

(IMDb). As the leading platform for user ratings on audiovisual

media, IMDb is a relevant source of the popularity of games,
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since an overview of the sales figures or the number of players

was unavailable. The search was limited to games developed in

2018 and 2019, with a minimum of 250 user ratings on the

platform. Therefore, lesser-known games with a high rating score

were excluded. These search criteria led to 74 games that were

examined based on whether they dealt with MI. For each game,

a search of the title in combination with MI-related terms (e.g.,

“mental health,” “addiction,” “depression,” and “madness”) was

performed. User-created game wikis, the websites of the games,

and YouTube videos served as sources for further information on

the representation of MI within those games. Games dealing with

MI were analyzed based on the coding process by Prommer and

Linke (2017). This method allows a comprehensible and verifiable

thematic structuring of the content. A coding book is created

beforehand, including categories (themes or thematic structures;

e.g., the type of character) and codes (correspondingmanifestations

of the categories; e.g., protagonist, antagonist, and side character).

For some codes, rules and textual examples are applied within

the coding book to ensure coherent coding. There can also be

open categories, where the corresponding codes are not defined

beforehand but worked out in an inductive process based on the

similarities of the findings. The coding in this contribution focuses

on information on general details of the games, the characters

affected by MI, and the mental illness in question (Table 1).

The following step includes a video game analysis, examining

games dealing with MI in depth and from different perspectives.

The sample of this qualitative examination depends on the

dimensional model by Dunlap and Kowert: Only games including

a dimensional representation of MI were considered in the analysis.

Similar to the method of movie and television analyses, video game

analysis includes the content’s description, analysis, interpretation,

and evaluation. There are five elements: Simulation layer (ludic

layer; intervention of the player), representation layer (narrative

layer; what is depicted/narrated and how), characters and players,

media design and aesthetic, and context. The focussed elements and

categories depend on the individual research questions (Eichner,

2017). Beyond the given categories, the analysis includes additional

illness-related categories in the context of MI. Therefore, the

category list (Table 2) is adaptable for future qualitative analysis of

the representation of MI in video games.

5. Results

A total of 16 of the 74 games, hence every fourth game, dealt

with MI. Within those games, there are 24 characters affected by

MI. One character appears in two individual games, and one is a

homogeneous group of characters. The majority of the characters

affected by MI in the sample are playable. Of these characters, half

assume central roles, one-third are protagonists, and three function

as side characters and antagonists. Therefore, characters affected

by MI in the games analyzed play an essential role in the game.

However, they are not in the center of the story for the most part.

Neurotic and stress disorders, such as anxiety (n = 3) and post-

traumatic stress disorder (n= 6), as well as affective disorders, such

as depression (n= 7), occur most frequently. However, almost one-

third of the mental illnesses identified in the sample could not be

categorized.Within the context of those games, those characters are

affected by “madness.” In every fourth game analyzed, not only the

characters but also the environment and the gameplay represented

the illness. Most games (n = 19) do not include any form of

professional treatment. Three games occur in amental hospital; two

addressmedication, and onementions a character in therapy. In the

context of the category system of Dunlap and Kowert, most games

(n = 10) include a defining representation of MI. Table 3 lists all

games and characters affected by MI in the sample.

Two games include a dimensional representation of MI: Celeste

(2018) and Gris (2018), both published by independent game

developers. Celeste is a single-player platform game following a

young woman called Madeline, who suffers from depression and

anxiety. She is on a quest to climb a mountain called Celeste to

overcome her struggles. In Gris, a single-player platform adventure

game, the player takes on the role of a nameless female protagonist

dealing with trauma and grief after losing a loved one, as well

as with post-traumatic stress disorder or depression. The game

does not include spoken or written words. Instead, the entire story

unfolds through visuals and music. Hence, there is much space left

for individual interpretations.

The following results are limited to the findings essential to MI

representation. Each layer of the video game analysis is part of the

results as follows: The section on characters includes the layers of

Character and Player, focusing on the characters personifying the

illness, and the Representation layer, dealing with the connection

between the primary goal of both games and MI. The Design

and Aesthetic layer is part of the section on environment and

atmosphere, as the design of the game world and the atmosphere

surrounding it symbolize the illness-related experience. The section

on mechanics includes the Context layer, including illness-related

knowledge and advice in Celeste, and also mentions the Simulation

layer, as overcoming obstacles in Jump’n’Run games is related to

illness-related experiences.

5.1. Mental illness in characters

Both games represent MI through the antagonists. In Celeste,

Badeline, a doppelganger or shadow of hers, represents Madeline’s

depression and anxiety. Their outer appearances only differ in

terms of hair and eye colors. Badeline appears several times

throughout the game, trying to keep Madeline from reaching the

mountaintop. She does so by attacking and discouraging her and

leaving obstacles in her way. Madeline herself is aware of the fact

that the illness is a part of her. She expresses her insecurities and

self-doubts: “But I can’t escape myself. I’m literally fighting myself

the entire way. Maybe this is all pointless” (Thorson and Berry,

2018). Hence, fighting Badeline feels like fighting against herself,

which is not the solution to her suffering. However, later on, both

work together and become stronger by combining their abilities.

Through their teamwork, they eventually reach the top of Celeste.

This transformation from antagonism to cooperation reflects the

primary goal of the game in the context of MI: To not defeat

Badeline, hence the illness, but rather to learn how to accept and

live with it, as both are a part of her.

In Gris, a shape-shifting shadow represents the MI in question.

It appears as a bird, a serpent, and the protagonist herself. As a
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TABLE 1 Coding process categories.

General details Coding

V1 Coding-number Number

V2 Game title Title

V3 Place within IMDb-list Number

V4 Number of votes on

IMDb

Number

V5 IMDb-rating Number

V6 Year of release Date

V7 Country Abbreviation based on ISO 3166

V8 Developer Company/name

V9 Publisher Company/name

V10 Genre (Narration) List (multiple choices possible)

V11 Genre (Gameplay) List (multiple choices possible)

V12 Space 2D= 1/3D= 2

V13 Perspective First-person= 1/third-person= 2/isometric= 3/side-view= 4

V14 Game mode Single player only= 1/multiplayer only= 2/single and multiplayer= 3

V15 Online Yes= 1/no= 2/asynchronous= 3

V16 Platform List (multiple choices possible)

V17 Age rating List

V18 Virtual reality VR= 1/mixed reality= 2/non= 3

Characters Coding

V19 Type of representation MI represented through character only= 1/MI represented through environment/gameplay only= 2/ MI

represented through character and environment/gameplay= 3

V20 Character affected Name

V21 Control Player character= 1/non-player character= 2

V22 Player type Protagonist= 1 character in the center of the story

Antagonist= 2 enemy/opponent of the protagonist

Main character= 3 Reoccurring character important to the story

Side character= 4 background character outside of the main story

V23 Gender Women= 1/men= 2/other= 3/indefinable= 4

V24 Age List

V25 Ethnic Background List

Mental illness Coding

V26 Illness Open code (multiple choices possible)

V27 Diagnosis Unmistakably mentioned= 1 MI unmistakably mentioned/diagnosed

Suggestions/symptoms= 2 MI is not unmistakably mentioned/diagnosed, but

there are suggestive remarks or symptoms

unequivocally referring to the MI

Freedom for interpretation= 3 References to the MI are not unequivocal, so there

is freedom for individual interpretation of the

players

V28 Illness Category List (multiple choices possible)

V29 Dimension of

Representation (Dunlap

and Kowert, 2021a,b)

Decorative= 1/defining= 2/dimensional= 3

V30 Stereotype List

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

General details Coding

V31 Extent Background story= 1 MI and symptoms are not visualized within the

game itself but are revealed in the background

story or other games within the same franchise

Rarely= 2 MI briefly mentioned/symptoms hardly ever

visualized

Occasionally= 3 MI mentioned/symptoms visualized from time to

time

Entire game= 4 MI mentioned and symptoms visualized

throughout a large proportion of the game

V32 Professional treatment Open code (multiple choices possible)

V33 Defining event related to

MI

Open code

TABLE 2 Video game analysis (Eichner, 2017) and additional MI-related categories.

Simulation Rules and goals Restrictions of interactions; tasks/quests and the ultimate goal of the game

Actions Possible interactions between players

Interaction design and interface Communication of possible interactions

Representation Space Design and restrictions of the game space; perspective

Time Narration time; narrated time

Moral of the game The connection between the goal of the game and MI

Character and player Perspective and point-of-view First-person perspective; third-person perspective

Immersion and identification Focus on sympathy/empathy for characters or the individual experience of the

player

Symptoms and side effects Impact of the illness mentioned or visualized

Dependents and support Actions, emotions, and support of people close to the person affected (e.g., family,

friends, and partners) in the context of the illness

Medical and professional treatment Treatment and medication; interaction with medical professionals; medical

institutions

Dealing with illness Actions and emotions of people affected in the context of the illness

Everyday actions and restrictions Effects of the illness on the everyday life

Design and aesthetic Audiovisual design Sound, music, lighting, colors

Graphic style Art style

Crossmedia elements Film clips, textual elements, audio files, newspaper articles, etc.

Metaphors Audiovisual elements symbolizing aspects of the illness

Context Genre and intertextuality Genre expectations based on gameplay or narration; references to other media

Game mode Single-player; multiplayer

Illness-related knowledge and advice Advice and knowledge on how to deal with MI, how to cope with symptoms, and how

to aid someone affected by MI

bird, the shadow appears harmless, simply getting in the player’s

way. It attempts to push the protagonist back to keep the player

from making progress in the game. As a serpent, however, the

shadow threatens the protagonist’s life. It chases her and attempts

to devour her. Instead of giving up, the protagonist is able to take

advantage of those disruptions, using them for her own progress.

For instance, the pushing back by the bird-shaped shadow can help

her reach platforms further away. When taking over the shape of

the protagonist, the shadow reveals that it is an ever-present part of

her. However, even though it seems inescapable and undefeatable,

in the end, she can leave it behind and move on with her life.

In both games, the antagonists representing MI turn out to be

not entirely evil but rather a part of the protagonists themselves.

Both examples are portrayed as shadows of the character affected.

On the one hand, a shadow symbolizes darkness and negativity. The

illness is taking over a person’s mind and removing all light, hence

the positive emotions, leaving them with negativity. On the other

hand, a shadow constantly follows a person andwould not be visible
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TABLE 3 List of games including MI.

Game Mental illness Dimension (Dunlap and
Kowert, 2021a,b)

God of War (SIE Santa Monica Studio, 2018) PTSD (Kratos) Decorative

Marvel’s Spider-Man (Insomniac Games, 2018) “Madness” (Otto Octavius) Defining

Detroit: Become Human (Quantic Dream, 2018) Depression, suicidal thoughts, alcoholism (Hank Anderson), drug

addiction (Todd Williams)

Defining

Death Stranding (Kojima Productions, 2019) Aphenphosmphobia (Samuel Porter Bridges) Defining

Fire Emblem: Three Houses (Intelligent Systems

and Koei Tecmo, 2019)

PTSD, survivor’s guilt, schizophrenia (Dimitri); anxiety, social phobia,

paranoia, and PTSD (Bernadetta)

Defining

Celeste (Thorson and Berry, 2018) Anxiety and depression (Madeline) Dimensional

Kingdom Hearts III (Square Enix Business

Division 3, 2019)

Depression (Riku and Aqua) Defining

Gris (Nomada Studio, 2018) Depression and PTSD (Protagonist) Dimensional

Lego DC Super-Villains (Traveller’s Tales, 2018) “Madness” (Joker, Harley Quinn, Mad Hatter and Mad Harriet) Decorative

Call of Cthulhu (Cyanide Studios, 2018) Alcoholism, PTSD, and Hallucinations (Edward Pierce) Defining

Mortal Kombat 11 (NetherRealm Studios, 2019) “Madness” (Joker); PTSD (Jackson Briggs) Decorative

Apex Legends (Respawn Entertainment, 2019) Hallucinations, Schizophrenia (Wraith); “Madness” (Caustic) Defining

The Awesome Adventures of Captain Spirit

(Dontnod Entertainment, 2018b)

Alcoholism, depression (Charles Eriksen) Defining

Life is Strange (Dontnod Entertainment, 2018a) Depression, insomnia (Lyla Park) Defining

Blair Witch (Bloober Team, 2019) PTSD, anxiety, and hallucinations (Ellis Lynch) Defining

Rage 2 (Avalanche Studios & id Software, 2019) “Madness” (Ghosts) Decorative

if there was no light source. The shadow metaphor indicates that

someone living with MI does not only experience negative feelings

but can also have happiness in their lives as well.

5.2. Mental illness in the environment and
atmosphere

Both games represent MI as part of the environment and

atmosphere. In Celeste, Madeline’s panic attacks become visual.

The environment surrounding her and those immediately next

to her disappears. The screen is overtaken by darkness, only

disrupted by strands of Badeline’s purple hair. An alteration of

music and the controller vibrating evoke a feeling of discomfort.

This intense sensation might give players a slight impression of the

overwhelming and frightening feeling of a panic attack. In those

moments, Madeline has the feeling of being transported to a place

far away. Everything around her becomes blacked out as she can

only focus on her panic attack. She expresses her discomfort to

Theo, a friend she met on her journey, claiming she cannot breathe.

In Gris, this can be found throughout the game, as each level

represents a stage of grief: denial, anger, bargaining, depression,

and acceptance. With each level, there is a shift in the landscape

and the addition of a new color. At the beginning of the game,

the protagonist arrives in a gray landscape full of ruins, where she

also loses her voice. This place, with its absence of color, represents

denial. The following level represents anger, occurring within a

desert and adding red. Bargaining is situated in a forest, hence

associated with the color green. Depression takes place in a deep

sea and adds blue to the color palette of the game. The last color,

yellow, is added in the acceptance stage. The protagonist moves

through a setting that resembles a starry sky, where she finally

regains her voice and can leave the whole place behind. The shift of

the environment from the blooming forest to the dark, deep ocean

symbolizes that grief and dealing with MI are not linear processes.

People affected do not get better with each step. There might always

be a new low, even after a phase of improvement. However, the end

of the game encourages players to hope for better days instead of

losing faith after a stage of depression. Similarly, in Celeste, when

Madeline is close to the mountain top for the first time, she falls

down. However, instead of giving up, she continues climbing up

once again and eventually achieves her goal.

5.3. Mental illness in mechanics

Celeste not only gives an impression of what a panic attack

might feel like, but also offers advice on how to deal with one.

This advice does not only address people affected but also players

in general who might witness a panic attack. The former is part

of the gameplay in the form of a mini-game. Her friend Theo

tries to help her overcome the panic attack by introducing her

to a breathing technique. He asks her to imagine a feather in

front of her, which she has to keep floating in the air with steady

breaths. This method is supposed to help her relax and calm

down. The mini-game includes a feather that the players must keep

within a small, selected area. Concentration is required to keep the
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feather steady for a certain amount of time to complete this mini-

game successfully. Players who suffer from panic attacks can adopt

this method in real life. Besides that, the way Theo acts in this

situation and supports Madeline is a positive example of how to

aid somebody else experiencing a panic attack. Furthermore, it is

essential to mention that the gameplay mechanics in both games

focus on obstacles in the way and how to overcome them, which is

a metaphor for dealing with MI.

6. Discussion and theoretical
implication

The games in the qualitative analysis represent MI as the

antagonist. At first glance, this reproduces existing negative

portrayals of MI and those affected as dangerous and evil. However,

in both games, the antagonists are revealed to be part of the

protagonists themselves and end up supporting them to make

progress in the game. In the end, both Celeste and Gris provide

examples ofMI representation where neither the characters affected

nor the antagonists representing the illness are entirely evil or

dangerous per se. Moreover, both protagonists can fight for

themselves instead of being lonely, helpless, and needing rescue

from others. This more positive perspective, similar to the example

of the hallucinations in Hellblade, might contribute to overcoming

stereotypical depictions in video games.

In contrast to abandoned psychological institutions as settings

of horror games evoking negative attitudes toward professional

medical treatment of MI, both games in the qualitative analysis

offer a more positive approach, representing MI as part of the

environment and atmosphere of the games. Celeste offers an

immersive audiovisual experience of a panic attack’s overbearing

and terrifying sensation through the music, the interface, and the

character’s surroundings. Gris leads the player through the various

stages of grief, each with a unique setting and atmosphere. This

journey proves that grief and dealing with MI are not linear, with

the person affected constantly improving. The examples in this

study make illness-related experiences more understandable and

empathically available for people unaffected by MI. Additionally,

both games’ outcomes disprove the common stereotypical notion

that people affected by MI have little hope for recovery.

Representing illness-related experiences through environmental

and atmospheric elements might benefit the education of illness-

related knowledge and lead to more empathy toward those affected.

The mini-game, including the feather as a breathing technique

in Celeste, serves as a way to represent MI or, rather, cope with it as

part of the gameplay. The game advises using this technique when

experiencing a panic attack and demonstrates and manifests it due

to the mini-game aspect. Implementing this advice in the gameplay

might increase the chances of players remembering it when they

experience a panic attack themselves in real life or witness someone

else who could benefit from it. For future research, players affected

byMI should be consulted to validate the effectiveness of the advice

on mental health found in video games.

Both examples in this study are games developed by

independent game studios; however, they have had substantial

commercial success, reaching a broad audience of players. For

example, no mental health professionals or similar experts were

part of the development process in Celeste. However, the developer

herself said in an interview that she is affected by anxiety and

depression. Since MI is not supposed to be the game’s main

focus, the developers decided against consulting mental health

professionals in the development process. Instead, they used their

first-hand experience of being affected (Grayson, 2018). In Gris,

however, the developers did consult a psychiatrist to discuss the

topics of grief and depression within the game (Sanchez, 2019).

Therefore, the dimensional representation of MI in both games

lacking any stereotypization or stigmatization might be due to the

expertise on the topic, whether through professional knowledge or

first-hand experience.

Based on these findings, some significant aspects for the

development of games including MI can be drawn that overcome

stereotypical and stigmatizing representations and might be

beneficial for those affected:

1. Representing MI through utterly evil characters with the

ultimate goal of defeating them should be avoided. Characters

affected learning how to accept their condition and not considering

it their enemy should be portrayed instead.

2. Solely depicting negative effects and struggles deprived of

MI should be resisted. Insights on positive symptoms (e.g., the

beauty of some hallucinations in Hellblade) might lead to a more

dimensional representation.

3. Representing illness-related experiences and emotions

through the environment and atmosphere of the game might lead

to more empathy for those affected.

4. Including advice for people affected byMI to adapt in real life

(e.g., the feather mini-game as a breathing technique in Celeste) or

positive examples of supporting those affected might be beneficial.

5. Expertise in MI (e.g., own experience, people affected,

or mental health professionals) should be consulted during the

development process.

7. Conclusion and limitations

In conclusion, MI can be a defining element in many video

games dealing with such. However, their representation often lacks

depth. For example, of the 24 affected game characters in this

analysis, only two were represented beyond the surface and from

multiple perspectives. Video games do have the potential to be

beneficial for people affected by MI or those who are not. For

those affected, it might provide opportunities to identify with

game characters that have to deal with the same condition without

being associated with negative stereotypes and stigmatization.

Moreover, game elements such as the feather mini-game in Celeste

offer advice that players might adapt to real life. In addition,

representing MI not only through characters but also as part of

the environment and gameplay might lead to people being more

sympathetic about what it feels like to live with such disorders

and how to interact respectfully with those affected. Experts in

MI should be consulted in the development process to provide

progressive and dimensional representations. This contribution

provides aspects for consideration when representing MI in video

games to provide more dimensional and empathetic portrayals

beyond reproducing stigmatizing and stereotyping images of those

affected. Additionally, the illness-related category system for this
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study’s qualitative video game analysis is adaptable for further

research on MI representation in video games.

However, this study focuses on viral games within a limited

period. More recent games should be considered for future

research, as the video game market is ever-expanding and evolving.

The sample is also limited in terms of popularity. There could be

more progressive and destigmatizing representations from other

independent developers that are lesser known. Hence, future

research should focus more on examining less popular games.

Nonetheless, the games analyzed in this study are significant

examples of dimensional representations of MI suitable as models

for the development of games in the future.
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